
WET ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR - AAVI WESP
Air pollution control equipment for wet flue gases

Suitability - Particulate matter cleaning
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AAVI ESP 3D Model presentation

Example: Coal-fired Power Plants, Biofuel Plants, Waste Incineration Plants

Steel Industry

Energy Industry Suitable for every flue gases from Incineration Plants.

Other Industries

Suitable for coking, sinter and blast furnace process gases.

Can also be utilazed for secondary dust emission control.

Suitable almost every kind of particles and gases.
Please, contact Aavi to get the best solution for your process gas cleaning.

Take a huge step forward to the cleaner future and reduce your particulate matter emissions close to 
zero with Aavi WESP.   Breathing a clean air should be a civil right to everyone on Earth. Why most 
of the people have to breath air pollutions every day still in 21st century?   With Aavi worldwide 
patented ionization technique we can purify over 99,9% of the particles from flue and process gases. 
  The national dust emission standards and regulations are between 5 to 150mg/m3. With Aavi WESP 
it is possible to reduce the dust emissions even below 1mg/m3 with the same price as traditional WESP 
reach emission level of 30mg/m3.   Circular economy is already here. Why emit valuable substances 
into athmosphere when you can purify almost everything and regenerate for use.

Flue gas properties:
Temperature < 100 C; static pressure +/- 15 000 Pa; dust concentration < 1g/m ; relative humidity up to 100%o



Advantages

Purification technique

Contact

Compared to traditional ESP

Compared to fabric filter

Ionization pins

Collecting tube IONJET TECHNOLOGY

Electric field
and ionic wind

Dust particle

Aavi worldwide patented ionization technique - Ionjet 
forced the dust particles on collecting plates due to 

electric field and ionic wind. Ionization pins have high
negative voltage and the collecting plates are grounded.
Corona discharge happens on the top of the ionization
pins, generating millions ions. Negative ions will flow 

toward the collecting plates due to electric field. On the 
way to the collecting plates the ions will hit dust particles.

The electric field forces the charged particles to the collecting
plates. Small particles <0,1µm are charged by diffusion,

and for the bigger particles >0,5µm the main charging type 
is field charging. Ionjet technology is also able to collect 
the most difficult particle sizes (between 0,1 and 0,5µm) 
because of patented ionization techique with ionic wind, 

and the optimized design of ionization.

Gas flow direction - Aavi WESP has a vertical flow direction from down to top. Traditional WESP 
has a horizontal flow. Advantages with vertical flow:

No bypass flow. All purified gases flows through the electric field (purification area).
Aavi WESP can reach a really low dust emission level, even under 1mg/m 
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Lower pressure drop
Lower total energy consumption

Lower maintenance cost
Lower total annual cost

INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGIES MANAGER
Juuso Kattelus

+358 50 5775815
j.kattelus@aavi-tech.com

Fewer electric fields needed to reach emission level. With WESP usually 1 field is enough.

A lower total power consumption, with same purification result.
Less material, lower price, saves nature

Payback time usually under 5 years
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Bag Filter AAVI WESP

AAVI TECHNOLOGIES
Kutomotie 6 b
00380 Helsinki

FINLAND
+358 10 2716470

info@aavi-tech.com


